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In the beginning, there was Bitcoin…



What we know about the origins of Bitcoin

• It was written by some mysterious, anonymous 
founder who went by the name of Satoshi Nakamoto.

•  Nakamoto was sharing his work with a few people 
on a mailing list that was distinctly cypherpunk in 
nature

•  In 2009 he shared his code with the world and 
created the first block in the Bitcoin blockchain. 

And what else was happening in 2009...?





Satoshi strongly hinted at his preoccupation with the 
instability and inequities of the traditional financial system

• Banks around the globe are 
failing.

• Governments are bailing out 
these institutions with taxpayer 
dollars without installing 
guarantees that their missteps will 
not be replicated.

• Satoshi creates a new currency 
that removes both banks and 
government entirely from the 
storage and transfer of value.



This is what we’re used to 



This is Bitcoin
BITCOIN/BLOCKCHAIN

-Distributed ledger 
-Strong cryptographic 
authentication of users
-updates executed by the 
public without restrictions on 
who can join
-money enters the economy 
as a subsidy to miners



Abstracting Bitcoin away:
What is “Blockchain Technology”?

A blockchain is a shared data structure that grows by append only, 
provides authentication of users with strong cryptography, and leverages 
economic incentives to encourage non-trusting, unaffiliated participants 

to manage and secure updates



Early Attempts to Generalize the Technology

The concept of “colored coins”

A “colored coin” is one that has been tagged by the user. In Bitcoin 
this is possible because users have the option of adding a small 
amount of extraneous metadata to their transactions. 

By tagging transactions in Bitcoin, you can represent assets other 
than the native token and you can design more complex transaction 
structures.

“Colored coins” is smart contracts in its embryonic form.



Enter Ethereum

In 2014, Vitalik Buterin ( that guy) announces 
his idea for a new platform called Ethereum

• Designed around an entirely new blockchain
with its own native currency called “Ether”
• Transactions can be written with an arbitrary 
amount of complexity

In Bitcoin, miners run a specified 
program that checks the validity of a 
transaction and reassigns tokens to a 
new owner.

In Ethereum, users specify the program 
and then miners run it. They are free to 
introduce any new rules they want into 
the transaction



The Horizons Expanded. The Ethos Stayed The Same



Empowering the “little guy” means keeping the 
technology open 

In Ethereum, as in Bitcoin:

• Anyone can mine blocks (if they own enough hardware to compete)

• Anyone can join the network

• The code is open source 



Meanwhile…back on Wallstreet…



• Ethereum formally launches on July 30, 2015

• In September of that year, 9 big banks join 
together to form R3, a consortium aimed at 
dragging the reluctant financial industry into the 
blockchain era.



The banks are driven by a different set of needs and goals

NEEDS

• Privacy for both customers and company
• Strict custody over data to satisfy regulations

GOALS

• Basically make the things they already do more 
efficient



Banks began to question one of the fundamental 
features of a blockchain. It’s openness.

The result is something called a “Permissioned 
Ledger.” Or “Private Blockchain.” Or “Distributed 
Ledger Technology.” …OY

A blockchain is a shared data structure that grows by append 
only, provides authentication of users with strong 

cryptography, and leverages economic incentives to encourage 
non-trusting, unaffiliated participants to manage and secure 

updates



Today we have:

• Corda – R3 

• Quorum – J.P. Morgan

Both are permissioned ledgers



Other industries share the same concerns for 
custody and privacy of data

• Healthcare
• Insurance
• Voting

Products and Industry partnerships addressing 
the appetite for closed blockchains

• Hyperledger
• R3
• Microsoft, IBM
• Enterprise Ethereum Alliance
• ICOs………



Challenges for an organization that wants to 
spearhead collaboration

• This is an industry that was born out of crisis and a vehement rejection of 
centralized control.

• It emerged from a culture that is historically suspicious of formal governance

• Tribes have already formed around technological and ideological differences

• Once formed, tribes in this ecosystem are reinforced by the prospect of getting 
rich



It may not be in their nature
But they need it!

It now seems likely that we are going to be living 
in a multi-blockchain future. Those chains will 
need to be interoperable.



Thanks. Feel free to get in touch.

morgenpeck@protonmail.com


